In vivo dynamic light scattering imaging of blood coagulation
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Abstract. Physiological blood coagulation/clotting is an essential biological process that is initiated by vessel injury and includes a cascade of enzymatic reactions finalized by fibrin polymerization and clot formation. We utilize dynamic light scattering (DLS) imaging to monitor in vivo red cell mobility as an indicator of blood coagulation. In the course of the experiments, blood flow is arrested using mechanical occlusion, and then laser injury is applied. We demonstrate that the combination of laser injury with DLS imaging on occluded blood vessels (i.e., under static conditions) is suitable to detect even subtle changes of plasma viscosity in the circulatory system, which reflects the process of clot development. This approach is noninvasive and has a relatively simple and easy-to-use technical design. Thus, the proposed methodology provides a promising tool for investigating blood clotting within the vasculature. © 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.2778695]
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In the last decade, new experimental approaches addressing blood clotting and thrombosis in vivo have attracted a lot of attention. Several animal models utilizing intravital microscopy and different techniques of inducing vascular injury have been described.1–3 The main technical principle of such in vivo studies of thrombosis is exposure of blood vessels (while blood is still circulating) and causing injury to the vascular wall by means of a chemical agent or laser, leading to blood coagulation.1–3 The obvious advantage of animal models is that thrombus formation is observed in its natural envi-
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environment in the absence of artificial anticoagulants, which are essential for in vitro methods.¹⁻³

There are a few drawbacks with current animal model methodologies. For example, observation of blood clotting can be performed only at sites where blood vessels are clearly visualized, and therefore skin thickness becomes a limiting factor. Usually, a surgical procedure is needed to expose optically transparent tissue with distinct blood circulation networks (e.g., mesentery).

Thrombosis may also be monitored using fluorescent microscopy, which requires administration of fluorescent markers to label various blood components or clotting factors.²,³

The goal of the present study was to develop an optimized experimental approach for noninvasive visualization of blood clotting in vivo. Specifically, we aimed to establish an experimental protocol that will allow one to visualize fine changes in red blood cell (RBC) motion at high spatial and temporal resolution, deep inside tissue. This protocol should be easy to use, allowing for potential application in humans.

There are a number of optical techniques that potentially could be useful for determination and visualization of RBC motion in vivo, such as: diffusing wave spectroscopy (DWS), diffuse laser Doppler velocimetry (DLDV), Doppler optical coherence tomography (DOCT), and especially laser speckle imaging. For example, various modifications of dynamic light scattering (DLS) such as laser Doppler and laser speckle techniques are already in use both in vitro and in vivo settings (e.g., deep tissue imaging and blood flow determination,⁴ or determination of blood plasma coagulation in vitro⁵).

A modified DLS imaging technique (based on full-field analysis of laser speckle pattern) was the optimal method for our study. In fact, this method was simple and capable of imaging the full field of RBC motion or blood flow inside small blood vessels without scanning. Another point was that it provided a much higher spatial and temporal resolution than other laser Doppler perfusion imaging methods.⁴

The main novelty of the approach presented here is that experiments were performed on previously occluded blood vessels, and detection was carried out by a modified DLS technique as described later.

The usefulness of temporary mechanical occlusion for the in vivo monitoring of blood clotting was based on the following reasons.

1. The vast majority of existing methods for testing blood coagulation in vitro is performed under "no flow" conditions.⁵⁻⁸
2. It is widely accepted that blood is continuously flowing in the vasculature; however, in some physiological and pathological conditions very low or complete absence of flow can be found in certain sites of the vascular bed.⁹⁻¹¹

3. Blood occlusion itself can be a factor that contributes to blood clotting, aside from vascular injury and blood content. These three factors are elements of the well known Virchow’s triad.¹²,¹³

This work was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Weizmann Institute of Science. CD1 nude mice were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (10 mg/100 mg/kg i.p.) for all experiments. Anesthetized animals were placed on the stage of a setup for in vivo microscopy. Temporary blood flow interruption (occlusion) was achieved by using a mechanical occluder, which produces a gentle and local mechanical pressure on the area of large arteries within the mouse ear. The duration of occlusion did not exceed 10 min.

In the first set of experiments, the mouse ear with occluded blood vessels was imaged via a microscope AxiosImager (Zeiss, Germany) and by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera Pixelfly (PCO, Germany). The exposure time T of the CCD was 50 ms. Images were acquired through easy-control software at 20 frames per second. We observed that mechanical occlusion of major blood vessels in the mouse ear never leads to a complete blood flow stasis in microvessels, as shown in Fig. 1. Even after maximal occlusion, RBCs continued to move, and the character of this motion was not stochastic. The observed movements of a great majority of the RBCs were unidirectional and parallel to the vessel walls.

RBCs were moving for up to 1 h after animals were euthanatized. This phenomenon was observed in all experimental animals (N=10). Therefore, we hypothesized that the absence of RBC motion in an occluded vessel might be a sign of blood clotting in vivo, since polymerized fibrin can prevent even minimal movements of RBCs.

To monitor the blood clotting process, as well as to solve the problem of light scattering by skin and tissue, we have used DLS from laser light for imaging the fine changes in RBC motion inside occluded vessels through the skin of the mouse ear. It is critical to note that in the second set of experiments, we used the same animal model and procedures for animal care as described before. A schematic diagram of the setup for this set of experiments is presented in Fig. 2.

The first (red) diode laser (670 nm, 10 mW) was coupled with a diffuser, which was adjusted to illuminate the area of a mouse ear. The illuminated area was imaged through a zoom stereo microscope SZX12 (Olympus, Japan) and by a CCD camera Pixelfly (PCO, Germany). A second (green) diode-pumped solid state (DPSS) laser module (Laser-Glow, Canada, 532 nm, 100 mW) was used for the purpose of inducing micro-injury. The bandpass filter 700/150 nm was placed between the lens and CCD camera to prevent camera
saturation during the second (green) laser irradiation. The exposure time $T$ of the CCD was 50 ms. Images were acquired through easy-control software at 20 Hz. Analysis of acquired image sequences was performed on Imagemet with a specifically designed software package for the analysis.

DLS imaging of RBC motion in occluded microvessels was based on the temporal contrast of intensity fluctuations produced from laser speckles that reflected from mouse tissue.

Briefly, the laser speckle is an interference pattern produced by the light reflected or scattered from different parts of an illuminated surface. When an area is illuminated by the first (red) laser light and is imaged onto a camera, a granular or speckle pattern is produced. If the scattered particles are moving, a time-varying speckle pattern is generated at each pixel in the image. The intensity variations of this pattern contain information about the speed of the scattered particles.

We have utilized the temporal statistics of time integrated speckles to obtain a 2-D velocity map, which represents blood vessels under flow and no-flow conditions. The value of the laser temporal contrast $K_t$ at pixel $(x, y)$ was calculated based on the following formula:

$$K_t(x, y) = \frac{\sigma(x, y)}{\langle I_{x,y} \rangle n},$$

where $\sigma$ is a standard deviation of the CCD intensity counts at pixel $(x, y)$ during $n$ frames, $n$ is the number of frames acquired ($n=30$), and $\langle I_{x,y} \rangle$ is the mean value of CCD intensity counts at pixel $(x, y)$ over the $n$ frames.\textsuperscript{14-16}

Temporal mechanical occlusion of blood vessels in the observed area was applied, as described before, to ensure blood flow cessation.

As shown in Fig. 3, laser temporal speckle contrast $K_t$ is higher inside blood vessels. This is represented by the “white” pattern and indicates the presence of motion inside occluded blood vessels. The darker areas represent areas of low or negligible motions.

In addition, 2 min after occlusion, the beam of a second (green) DPSS laser was directed (at an angle of 45 degrees or less) onto the ear of an anesthetized mouse. The laser was focused to create a pinpoint injury on the mouse ear (200 μm). The injury was induced with a short high intensity laser burst at the area, indicated by white arrows in frames 15 and 20 s (see Fig. 4). Herein the “white” pattern of blood vessels during DLS imaging of occluded blood vessels in the mouse ear can be explained by remaining RBC motion. Conversely, relative changes in the intensity of $K_t$ on clotting can be caused by elevation of blood/plasma viscosity as a result of blood clotting, as shown in Fig. 4. We observed a decrease of RBC motions in capillaries and larger vessels after laser irradiation, which corresponded with decreases of the intensity of $K_t$. This occurred not only and exactly at the moment of irradiation (there is no significant decrease of $K_t$ inside the postirradiated area immediately after laser irradiation, as shown in Fig. 4, frames 25 and 30), but there is a decrease of $K_t$ after a...
lag period inside the postirradiated area, as shown in (Fig. 4, frames 35 to 60). This observation corresponds with the physiologic process of blood clot formation after injury, because the formation of fibrin clot requires time for enzymatic reactions to occur.1

In our experiments, two elements of Virchow’s triad were used to induce the process of clotting in vivo and to assess it optically. Both changes in the vessel wall, as well as in the pattern of blood flow, predispose the area to vascular thrombosis and blood clotting. Thus, we used DLS images generated by RBC motion inside occluded blood vessels as markers of the blood clotting process in vivo.

In closing, DLS imaging based on temporal laser speckle contrast is applicable for noninvasive investigation of blood clotting in vivo during mechanical occlusion. A potential advantage of this method is avoidance of use of any fluorescent or artificial chemicals that would be unnecessary for in vivo coagulation monitoring in humans. The approach described allows for the detection of fine changes in RBC motion during occlusion in the vascular system through the skin, as shown in our experiments up to a depth of 0.3 mm. It is quite possible, however, that further development of the system will allow one to achieve better resolution and greater depth of a detectable signal. This method requires further development, because our experiments were performed solely on a mouse ear model. Additional efforts should be made to test this noninvasive method on other animal models (murine and nonmurine), and ultimately on humans in a clinical setting.
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